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Introduction

From their inception, shop, lab, and fabrication spaces have
been centers of exclusivity within engineering education,
catering often to the stereotypical White, cisgender, male
“maker.” Though it is now a decade old, an oft-cited 2012
survey sponsored by Make Magazine and Intel found that 8 in
10 people who identified themselves as “makers'' were male;
the study did not consider race or ability [1]. Research by
Peppler et al. found three years later that nearly 64% of all
makerspace users are White, even when factoring in
makerspaces that focused predominantly on serving
communities of color [2]. While data about LGBTQIA+
individuals’ use of makerspaces has not often been collected,
Moorefield-Lang and Kitzie suggest that intentional
inclusivity and scaffolded safety for members of these groups
is essential to their engagement in such spaces [3]. Our
colleague Debbie Chachra wrote a 2015 essay in The Atlantic
about the invisibilization and devaluation of women and
feminized labor in the maker movement [4], and Susan
Faulkner has explained that “[w]omen are undercounted [as
‘makers’] because of the type of making they do, and many
of them avoid makerspaces, the community-operated
workspaces that tend to be dominated by men” [5].
Background

When they are not intentionally designed to be accessible,
shops and library makerspaces can present barriers to access
for students with a variety of gender identities who require the
same access to fabrication tools as everyone else. We know
from anecdotal data and our own experience at a small private
engineering college in Massachusetts that not everybody is
represented or welcomed in these spaces. Moorefield-Lang
and Kitzie write, “LGBTQ adult populations… perceive the
library as an important yet disappointing resource for identityrelated information. Libraries often mirror broader society
and culture, wherein LGBTQ identities are not the norm” [3].
Traditional fabrication and makerspaces present a wide range
of challenges for students with non-heteronormative and nonwhite identities, including the ability to fully participate in
hands-on learning. As larger numbers of students with
different identities than “predominantly white and male” enter
engineering schools, the question of who our engineering
spaces are accessible to becomes increasingly relevant.

Research on usage of these spaces has shown a skew towards
white and male participants, but there is very little data with
regards to race, non-binary gender, and other identities.
In order to turn away from the history of exclusivity in
makerspaces, we must focus on student growth, development,
and access as an inherent part of the design of these spaces.
Olin College, in its shops and library, has prioritized this
work. This is a departure from traditional models where
fabrication functionality is the primary consideration for the
space. As part of our shift, we have assessed the relative
effectiveness of our own policies regarding diversity
including gender identity to promote student access.
While our data at this point is confined to anecdotes and our
lived experience, we want to share findings from our
experience developing policies and practices at Olin College
to help encourage an inclusive and welcoming shop and
library makerspace environment for students with a variety of
gender identities, ability levels, and racial backgrounds. Olin
has a unique approach to education that has significantly
influenced our process. The college, founded in 1997, focuses
on shifting pedagogical approaches within engineering,
emphasizing project-based learning and teamwork. The
mission and values of the school include centering student
autonomy, giving learners a chance to choose the projects
they want to work on, and encouraging them to contribute to
what we call “building and sustaining the college.” We
emphasize the importance of lifelong learning, ensuring team
health for group projects, and co-creating knowledge.
Olin also views the existence of the shops and library as
crucial components of our learning continuum. There is a
heavy emphasis on design and prototyping for all students,
and every one of them learns how to use shop tools and
fabrication basics during their first semester. Immediately,
students engage with campus fabrication facilities in the
shops and at the library that include prototyping tools, such as
3D printers and sewing machines, and fabrication tools, such
as water jets and mills. Many courses have major fabrication
and prototyping components; that work might be a one-off
part of an assignment, or it might take place over the course
of the entire semester. Often the work completed is done in
groups of two to five students.

While Olin College has always taken steps to bring access to
all students by admitting a gender-balanced student body
since its founding, the last few years have seen library and
shop staff working very intentionally on breaking down
barriers for students with a variety of non-dominant identities.
Because a large part of this initiative has been rooted in
student engagement, we worked to ensure students would be
leaders in shaping our approach. Peer training models are
used in both the shops and library to foster leadership and
autonomy, and to give students the opportunity to teach. A
culture of stewardship has been carefully built in both the
library and shop spaces that extends beyond student workers
and to the whole campus; our student workers make this
possible, as they are expected to be ambassadors of the spaces
they work for and within. As Benjes-Small et al. found in their
2017 survey of library makerspaces, the “success of their
spaces [were attributed] explicitly to a core community of
enthusiastic users” [6]. The aspiration is to consistently
communicate pathways to empower all interested community
members to use the resources, training, and guidance
available on our maker-centric campus.
We agree with Mersand that “many makerspaces offer the
opportunity for people to participate in workshops and
classes, and participants have the potential to be a learner,
mentor, and leader” [7]. Mersand points out that makerspace
users “who direct and those who use the space often make a
difference in the… activities engaged in, as well as the
formation of community.” We also agree with Benjes-Small,
et al. that “[d]eveloping a vision for the [maker]space ensures
that it meets a goal and contributes something concrete to the
workings of the library and university” [6]. Additionally, we
are inspired by political sociologist Danielle Allen’s idea of
participatory readiness, a way of understanding “citizenship
[as] the activity of co-creating a way of life, of worldbuilding…co-creation can occur at many social levels: in a
neighborhood or school; in a networked community or
association; in a city, state, or nation; at a global scale” [8].
We believe our makerspaces on campus are a site of this type
of co-created world-building. Because fabrication and making
is an integral part of engineering education at Olin College,
we have many chances to give students the opportunity to be
leaders and instructors in our makerspaces and shops,
including the peer training model utilized by both the shops
and the library. Values of community building and
stewardship are at the heart of both of our departments on
campus.
The mission of the Olin Shops and Labs is to provide “a
collaborative space for learning and innovation; spaces to
learn, to invent, to iterate, to create, and to mentor” [9]. They
seek to empower all community members - including all staff
and faculty, if they are interested - to use and master the tools
of fabrication and prototyping through hands-on training and
guidance. In the mission and vision documents of the Shops
and Labs, there is deliberate, specific language intended to
inculcate a sense of inclusive values: “[We] respect diversity:
gender, gender identity and expression, sexuality, disability,

age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, race and culture” [9]. In
addition, there is a commitment to continuous improvement
and iteration; that includes continuing to make communitydriven changes and adjustments to expand, define, and live up
to values of inclusivity. Guiding principles of the Olin Shops
and Labs also clearly emphasize creating safe spaces for
learning and prioritizing “empathy over efficiency.” There is
a shared understanding that mutual respect, making mistakes,
experimentation, and individual autonomy are all critical to
learning and improvement.
Discussion

A.

Efforts at the Library

Similarly, the Olin College Library’s core values revolve
around empowering and welcoming our community
members. The library’s mission statement includes a promise
to “advocate for discovery, connection, and inclusion for all
members of our community…we offer space, learning, and
leisure opportunities for the continuous development of social
consciousness, creativity, and self-awareness” [10]. In service
of this, the library does everything it can to make exploration
and creation free for all members of the community,
providing access to sewing machines, plotters, fabric arts
equipment and supplies, a large format vinyl cutter, screen
printing equipment, and a variety of crafting materials.

Fig.1 Participants in the library at the Spring 2021 Community Weaving
Workshop

The presence of crafting tools next door to fabrication
machines and 3D printers is validating, especially for
feminized makers: it presents multiple points of entry into
what can be called "making," and creates opportunities for
community building and teamwork through training,
collaborative work, and workshops. As a part of the library’s
commitment to being the cultural heart of Olin’s campus, the
staff, which includes eight student workers, invites the whole
community to programs centered around collaborative
making. The design and execution of these programs typically
involves a broad swath of collaborators. In the spring of 2021,
a librarian worked with Olin’s artist in residence and a student
on developing a weaving workshop including laser-cut looms
designed and prototyped by the student. The 40 participants

at the workshop included members of the faculty, staff, and
student body. Several have continued with weaving, including
one faculty member - a physicist by training - who has since
begun teaching her own fabric arts classes on campus.
The eight student workers at the library are integral to the
operations of the department and keeping it an inclusive,
student-centered place. Half of the team is responsible for
peer training in the library’s makerspace and specialized
creation areas, including the sewing area, the workroom
(home to screen printing equipment and the large format vinyl
cutter, plus a wide variety of making and crafting supplies),
and the Sound Studio, a small audio recording studio; the
students are also experts in using the library’s circulating
camera and audio recording equipment. In the spring of 2022,
the team included four students who identify as transgender
or gender non-binary and three that identify as female. Of that
number, two are people of color.

B.

A critical component for inclusivity in both the library and
shop environment is visibility. That starts with hiring student
workers who are historically underrepresented members of
maker communities and continues with intentional design
decisions around making shop assistants’ pronouns and
identities easily visible to the peers they are training. As an
example, there are shop assistant tiles on the wall at the
entrance to the shops showing a picture of the student worker
and including their pronouns (see figure below); these tiles
also give students a chance to share facts about themselves
that are not directly related to making or school activities.

Efforts in Shop Spaces

There were a total of 16 shop assistants in the spring of 2022.
Seven identified as female, while 4 identify as transgender
or gender non-binary. As Moorefield-Lang and Kitzie point
out, “LGBTQ individuals value information provided by
other LGBTQ people who share their experiences…LGBTQ
youth may begin to exercise more trust in libraries that host
inclusive makerspaces” [3]. Many library student workers are
members of OPEN, the LGBTQIA+ student group at Olin,
and several OPEN events are regularly held in the library.
Throughout the academic year, the library creates a heritage
or special cultural display each month. In June each year,
student workers use the library’s makerspace equipment to
create a hand-crafted Pride Month display. Beyond just
making, the library orients all its services around inclusivity
and develops its physical and electronic book collection with
an emphasis on bringing traditionally excluded voices from
STEM and science fiction to Olin’s community.

Fig.2 The library’s June 2021 Pride Month book display

Fig.3 The shop’s student assistant tiles with pronouns

Bias and LGBTQIA+ safe space and inclusivity training are
both required for all incoming shop assistants. At the library,
the year’s student worker team meets up at the beginning of
each semester to talk about making the library an inclusive
and welcoming environment, and to emphasize the
importance of patron privacy; marginalized individuals
especially need the protection afforded to them by free
intellectual inquiry and confidentiality. In both settings, hiring
revolves around helping others and kindness. While technical
ability and familiarity is important, students’ ability and
desire to collaborate and respect each other is essential to
foster a culture of truly inclusive learning. In addition, the
shop purchased pronoun and identity patches for the shop
assistant aprons (this was voluntary, but every single student
requested a pronoun patch). Seven of the 16 shop assistants
requested an identity patch).

During the fall 2021 semester, library student workers and
their friends created a haunted library, featuring dozens of
handmade props and a storyline with actors at different
“stations,” and around half of the student body attended.

Fig.4 Training Summary by Tools from Fall 2016 to Spring 2022 (only
completed tool trainings are counted)
Fig.3 The shop’s pronoun and identity patches on shop aprons

Results

Our shift in the way we approach these spaces has increased
their vibrancy. They have become the core of the Olin
curriculum. In the beginning, the shops only provided support
for a handful of courses and were primarily perceived as
spaces for the vehicle teams. Currently, more than 70% of the
Olin curriculum has some form of interaction with shops. It
might be a direct interaction where a student takes a course
that requires things to be made or indirect, where a student
just wants to 3D print something for their dorm room.
Furthermore, in any given year, the shops now conduct over
500 individual trainings. This has resulted in close to 90% of
the student body being trained on 3D printers and 80% trained
on laser cutting.
After this change in approach and mission began, one student
said, “I've always loved making things and working in shop
spaces and being a shop assistant really gave me the
opportunity to get involved with the shop and be part of the
shop community.” Another said, "...me and the rest of the
shop assistants have the opportunity to show [fellow students]
what a wonderful, creative space this can be and how much
freedom we are given to create." In the words of a third
student, "We've been able to see a transition from it being a
bit more of a hardcore mechie- or male-dominated space to a
very open learning space for students here."
Though as of this writing the library does not collect statistics
on how many students are trained on makerspace equipment,
we do know our student assistants are engaged in peer training
each week. Students utilize the library’s equipment both for
classes - the first semester core class Design Nature often
involves sewing, screen printing, sticker making, and
painting; the final semester Arts, Humanities, and Social
Sciences capstone has involved everything from photography
to podcasting to sculpture - and for their own hobbies,
extracurriculars, and interests. In the 2021-2022 academic
year, the library recorded two thousand attendees at its
various programs, an impressive number for a student body
that numbers around 361, and a visit count of over 80,000.

At the time of this writing, the library and shops are
collaborating on several projects, including co-managing a
summer project team that will be redesigning spaces and
storage options on campus. We will be working on continuing
to align our spaces and offerings in a way that makes sense
for student needs and user safety. One example of where this
has already happened was in the decision to move the library’s
fleet of 3D printers into the shop spaces for easier
maintenance and better ventilation; this also enabled the
library to increase dedicated space for its very popular sewing
machines. Because we know it is important for us to use data
on student space usage to drive future decisions, we will be
working more closely on collecting information about
students’ engagement with our offerings and will continue to
collaborate on our training and safety procedures.
Future Work and Conclusion

Our future work will be centered around data collection, such
as making sure we collect statistics for library peer training
and understanding more broadly where we can make
improvements. We need to understand better how we onboard
students from underrepresented groups that did not have any
prior access to these spaces during their high school years. We
believe academic makerspaces have an enormous amount of
potential to allow students to engage in autonomous worldbuilding, community stewardship, and peer teaching. While
we feel Olin’s approaches in fostering makerspace inclusivity
and student co-design have been successful, we seek to
convene a larger discussion to understand what is happening
in other engineering schools and schools with shops and
library makerspaces and to continue to learn from each other.
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